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FISHING ATTACHMENTS PLUS ONE HANDLE EQUALS MORE SPACE 
 
 

From a family of weekend warriors to the hardcore offshore angler, 

fishermen often end up with a boat that's crammed full of gear. To solve 

that problem, Shurhold offers a line of fishing accessories that fits its One 

Handle Does It All system. It helps solve the onboard storage problem and 

makes fishing more enjoyable and productive. 

Shurhold's system offers over 40 accessories that lock into its fixed 

length and telescoping handles. This allows boaters to go from deck brush to 

boat hook to gaff, net and tagger—all with a single, easily stored handle. A 

video of this innovative tool is at bit.ly/299rph1. 

Built of marine-grade stainless steel, the 10cm Fishing Gaff hook 

includes a spring guard to cover the extra-sharp point. Like all Shurhold 

accessories, it 's ready at a moment's notice by simply snapping it onto the 

handle. 

The compact pear-shaped Landing Net features treated, tangle-

resistant nylon. It has a strong 43cm W x 51cm L frame, with a 76cm D net. 

With fine mesh netting, the Shrimp and Shad Dip Net is ideal for 

catching bait. Its sturdy 43cm W x 51cm L frame makes the job fast and 

easy. 

The Crab Net has a 30cm W x 33cm L frame and a 38cm tangle-

resistant net. It 's perfect for catching those runaway crabs. 
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The compact Fish Tagger accommodates the included pointed 

applicator for Billfish Foundation tags, as well as National Marine Fisheries 

Service (NMFS) tags with nylon heads. Forked applicators are available for 

NMFS tags with slotted metal heads. 

Every boat should have an alternative means of propulsion. Shurhold's 

Paddle attachment is small enough to tuck away for unexpected 

emergencies, yet strong enough to propel a decent-sized boat. Its bright 

orange color can be used as a signal device. 

Dedicated to educating boat owners, Shurhold provides key tips for 

boat value preservation at www.shurhold.com. Inventor of the One Handle 

Does It All system, Shurhold manufactures specialty care items and 

accessories to clean, polish and detail. 

Contact Shurhold, 3119 SW 42nd Ave., Palm City, FL 34990 USA. +1-

772-287-1313; Fax: +1-772-286-9620. www.shurhold.com. 

Editor's note: If you would like a sample of any Shurhold product for 
testing and review, please contact news@martinflory.com. Provide your 
name, publication, shipping address, and preferred phone number and 
email. 
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